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Introduction
Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) matching is of vital importance to the success of solid organ and haemopoietic cell transplants. In
solid organ transplants the time taken to determine an accurate genotype of sufficient resolution is critically important. QTYPE11®
is currently the fastest real-time PCR product for HLA typing, allowing for the identification of alleles from HLA-A, B, C, DRB1,
DRB3, DRB4, DRB5, DQA1, DQB1, DPA1 and DPB1 loci, at low-to-intermediate resolution in less than one hour.

QTYPE Method
Principle QTYPE utilizes TaqMan™ probe- based quantitative PCR
(qPCR) reactions (Fig.1.A). Each well of the QTYPE qPCR plate contains
pre-aliquoted dried primer pairs, designed to specifically bind a subset
of HLA alleles, and a reporter probe designed to bind to a sequence
specific location between the primers (Fig.1.B).
The reaction mixes consist of minimally one HLA assay and one internal
control assay. Depending on the level of multiplexing, there may be
more than one HLA assay per well.
Software Amplification is monitored in real-time and automatically
analysed by SCORE® 6 software. SCORE 6 reviews the pattern of all
positive and negative reactions across the plate to evaluate HLA typing
results and present a summary report of the detected genotype (Fig.2).
QTYPE test in performed on commonly used qPCR instruments QTYPE
is validated to use with Roche LightCycler 480 II and Thermo Fisher
Quantstudio™ 6/7/Dx and ViiA™-7 (Fig.3).
Both Olerup QTYPE and SCORE 6 are CE/IVD medical devices.
QTYPE has a simple workflow DNA is mixed with Mater Mix and water,
then dispensed into QTYPE plate. The plate is sealed, centrifuged for 2
minutes and loaded into a thermocycler. The run takes approximately
45 minutes. The results are then imported to SCORE 6 and the analysis
takes approximately 5 minutes (Fig.4).

QTYPE Results
Multiplexing on 384 well plates provides unparalleled capacity The
use of sequence-specific fluorescent probes allows for multiplexing, i.e.
the detection of multiple targets in a single well, extending the number
of reactions in one PCR run to over 700. More than 61 new reactions
will be added to the kit in 2019 (Table1), further increasing typing
resolution.
Internal controls provide robustness Internal control reaction
performed in each well is used to confirm that reaction mixture and
sample DNA were added to the well and to correct for slight differences
in amount of DNA across the whole plate. A no template control
reaction detects any contamination from genomic DNA or amplicon.
Every allele is detected by at least two different reactions, providing
functional redundancy.
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Conclusions
- QTYPE11 is the fastest method for low to medium resolution HLA
typing, with 11 HLA loci typing within less than one hour.
- The use of sequence-specific fluorescent probes allows for the
detection of multiple targets in a single well, extending the capacity of
the QTYPE kit to over 700 reactions in a single PCR run.
- QTYPE capacity is continuously increasing to improve the resolution of
the typing results.
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Locus Number of 
reactions

New reactions to 
be added in 2019

A 69 7
B 100 19
C 46 10
DRB1/3/4/5 99 8
DQA1 15 6
DQB1 23 7
DPA1 12 1
DPB1 67 3
Controls 13
Total 444 61

Fig.1. QTYPE reactions A. Principle of TaqMan –based reaction. B – Probe-dependent specificity. Probe
fluorescence is detected in each cycle. Increase in the intensity of the fluorescent signal is dependent on
a successful amplification, dictated by sequence specific binding of primers and probe. Utilisation of
sequence- specific probes increases the specificity of the reaction, as well as allowing multiplexing, i.e.
amplification of more than one target in a single reaction.
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Fig.2. Score 6 output

Table1. Number of reactions
covering each locus

Fig.4. QTYPE workflow
QTYPE workflow is
optimized to allow for
rapid analysis and
minimal hands-on time.

Fig.3. Supported instruments
A. Roche - LightCycler 480 II B.
Thermo Fisher - Quantstudio™
6/7/Dx and ViiA™-7
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